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The Creoloid Origins of Chinese
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Abstract From 1513, Chinese mystified Western observers with its phonology and 
grammar. In the 19th century, von Klaproth, Lepsius and Karlgren extended the compara-
tive method to Chinese and established Chinese historical phonology and grammar, but 
a lineage of benighted thinkers promulgated a racist rendition of language typology. This 
trend reached a crescendo during the Opium Wars and culminated in the Sino-Tibetan 
family tree model. Whereas sound comparative linguistics supports von Klaproth’s 
Trans-Himalayan model, embattled Sino-Tibetanists, unable to adduce evidence for 
their phylogenetic beliefs, today seek recourse to lexicostatistics.

Keywords Chinese. Trans-Himalayan. Historical phonology. Historical grammar. Lan-
guage typology. Sino-Tibetan. Lexicostatistics.

Summary 1 Chinese Mystifies the Occident. – 2 Racist Linguistic Typology vs Linguistic 
Relativity. – 3 Ex Occidente Lux. – 4 Creole and Creoloid. – 5 Lexicostatistics Disguised 
as ‘Phylogenetics’.
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1 Chinese Mystifies the Occident

Ever since May 1513, when Jorge Álvares became the first Occiden-
tal mariner to reach China, where eight years later he died in the 
arms of his friend Duarte Coelho, Europeans have been mystified by 
the Chinese language. The Portuguese maritime expansion enabled 
scholars such as Michele Ruggieri of Apulia to sail to the missions in 
the East. After a year on the Malabar coast of India, Ruggieri lived in 
China from 1579 to 1588, where he compiled a Portuguese-Chinese 
dictionary. He was later joined by his Italian Jesuit confrère Matteo 
Ricci, who arrived in China in 1583 after having worked in Goa and 
Cochin for five years. Ricci remained in China until his death in 1610, 
and in their lexicographical work the two men were assisted by a Chi-
nese Jesuit brother remembered by the Christian name of Sebastiano 
Fernandez (Teixeira 1982).

Information on the Chinese language provided by Ruggieri up-
on his return to Europe was included in volumes prepared by Ange-
lo Rocca (1591; 1595), published in Rome. From 1596 onward, the 
Portuguese were joined in East Asian waters by the Dutch, and, af-
ter the Peace of Münster in 1648, information gathered by Jesuits in 
China was often published in Amsterdam, such as the Chinese atlas 
by Martino Martini of Trento, which was incorporated by Joan Blaeu 
(1655) as the Novus Atlas Sinensis a Martino Martinio S.I. descriptvs 
into the sixth part of his Theatrvm Orbis Terrarvm sive Novus Atlas.

At this time, Gottlieb Spitzel came from Augsburg to Leiden to 
study Sinology under Jacobus Golius, alias Jacob van Gool. In 1660, 
Spitzel wrote a treatise on what he had learnt. He noted that the first 
and foremost feature of the Chinese tongue was the monosyllabici-
ty of words, which gave the language an unaesthetically halting as-
pect. He hastened to point out that another feature of Chinese was 
that many words have homonyms, denoting different meanings yet dif-
fering in pronunciation only by dint of their accent or musical tone. 

Prima eſt, quia peræque ejus dictiones ſunt monosyllabæ, quæ ora-
tionem cum ingenti loquentis fastidio ſtatim interrumpunt… Altera 
est quod multas voces habeat homonymas, h.e. quæ plurimas & 
diverſiſſimas res ſignificent, illaſque tantum nonnullis accentibus 
aut tonis muſicis diſtinctas (Spizelius 1660, 103-4)

Spitzel goes on to describe the diacritic marks invented by the Jes-
uits to mark Chinese tones [́  ` ˆ ˇ  ̃], the use of which he illustrates 
with minimal pairs. 

The same observations were made later in the compendium China 
Illustrata, published in Amsterdam by the German Jesuit Athanasius 
Kircher, who had collated information culled from the correspondence 
and reports of his Jesuits confrères that had been sent back to Rome. 

George van Driem
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Kircher wrote that Chinese was written with ideograms or ‘charac-
ters’, representing words that were “monoſyllabæ & indeclinabiles”, 
and he illustrated the use of the same five vowel diacritics to mark the 
otherwise homophonous words, distinguished only by their musicus 
‘musical tone’ (Kircher 1667, 12). Soon at this time, the first Western 
edition of the Analects of Confucius appeared, translated into rhym-
ing Dutch verse by Pieter van Hoorn (1675) and published in Batavia.

A cameo of the subsequent Occidental fascination with Chinese 
grammar is preserved in the writings of John Webb. In 1628, at the 
age of 17, John Webb became the protegé and ultimately the heir of 
Inigo Jones, both men still celebrated figures in the history of Eng-
lish architecture. In a study devoted to the Chinese language, Webb 
captures the Western lay understanding of the period. 

Firſt then as to Simplicity, our Chinique is a Language that conſiſts 
(and it is ſingular therein) all of Monoſyllables, not one Diſſylable, 
or Polyſyllable being to be found in it […] the Chinois are never 
put to that irkeſome vexation of ſearching out a Radix for the der-
ivation of any of their words, as generally all other Nations are, 
but the Radix is the word, and the word the Radix, and the ſyllable 
the ſame alſo […] Beſides they are not troubled with variety of 
Declenſions, Conjugations, Numbers, Genders, Moods, Tenſes, and 
the like Grammatical niceties, but are abſolutely free from all 
such accidents, having no other Rules in uſe, than what the light 
of Nature hath dictated unto them; whereby their Language is 
plain, eaſie, and ſimple, as a natural ſpeech ought to be […] Sec-
ondly, Generality […] Thirdly, Modeſty of Expreſſion […] Fourth-
ly, the Vtility […] Fifthly, and laſtly the Brevity […] But if the Brev-
ity of a Language be a remarque of the primitive Tongue, as it is 
aſſerted to be; the Chinique ſeemeth to ſurpaſs all other Nations 
of the World therein. For as thereby, the Æquivocableneſs is en-
riched with compendiouſneſs, ſo is the compendiouſneſs beauti-
fied with gracefulneſs and ſweetneſs, beyond in a manner all Ex-
ample. (Webb 1678, 191-2, 201-2, 206-8)

Likewise aware of the “Muſical Accents” which distinguished other-
wise homophonous syllables (1678, 198-9), Webb argued that mono-
syllabicity showed Chinese to be “the primitive Tongue”, therefore 
inherently redolent of the language of infancy:

The Language of China as hath been ſhewed alſo, conſiſteth all of 
Monoſyllables, & in our Infancy, the first Notions of ſpeech we all 
have are Monoſyllables. (1678, 196)

The more knowledgeable early writers were well aware of the dis-
tinction between the Classical Chinese literary language or wényán 
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文言 and the modern Sinitic languages or ‘Chinese dialects’, such as 
Hokkien, Cantonese and Mandarin. A study of a good grammar of 
modern Mandarin (Wiedenhof 2015) puts the lie to the simplistic no-
tion that all the words in the language are monosyllables. English 
too contains multitudinous monosyllabic words, such as boy, but al-
so exhibits monosyllabic words that contain more than just a single 
morpheme, such as boys. Rather, the purported monosyllabicity of 
Sinitic languages applied to morphemes more so than to words. In 
his Mvsevm Sinicvm, Bayer made the point that, when all things are 
properly considered, Chinese very much has polysyllabic words, but 
the language distinguishes each of the syllables by separate charac-
ters, so that these can be regarded as monosyllables.

Quare ſi recte omnia conſideres, Sini adhuc habent polyſyllaba, ſed 
quia diſtinguunt ſyllabas characteribus, habentur pro monoſyllabis. 
(1730, 106)

Before the coining of modern linguistic typological terminology, the 
notion of ‘monosyllabicity’ in the writings of knowledgeable schol-
ars manifestly represented a language typological concept signify-
ing the combination of the phonological typology of the language, 
the morphological structure of words and lack of flexional morphol-
ogy. It is easy to find naïve writers of the past who did indeed use 
the term in an overly literal sense, and certain writers have peren-
nially felt called upon to assail such naïvely literal usage of the term.

In terms of its typological traits, Chinese continued to astonish 
scholars. Wilhelm von Humboldt marvelled at the “Lauteigenthüm-
likheit des Volkes… die Sylben stark in der Aussprache auseinander 
zu halten” in combination with the ‘scheinbare Abwesenheit aller 
Grammatik”, whereby grammatical relations were solely expressed 
“durch Stellung”. Yet von Humboldt insisted that the lack of morpho-
logical complexity in the language could in no way be construed as 
compromising “die Schärfe des Sinnes” of its speakers (1836, 324-5). 
In Paris, comparative work by Julius von Klaproth (1823) based on 
inherited vs borrowed roots led him to establish that Tibetan, Bur-
mese, Chinese, Garo and the many ‘trans-Gangetic’ languages of the 
eastern Himalayan region constituted a single Trans-Himalayan or 
Tibeto-Burman language family, distinct from other Asian linguis-
tic phyla. For two centuries this well-informed Tibeto-Burman or 
Trans-Himalayan view of the language family would have to com-
pete against a benighted and empirically unsupported Indo-Chinese 
or “Sino-Tibetan” paradigm (van Driem 2014; 2018).

Inspired by the work of von Klaproth, in 1860 Carl Richard Lep-
sius in Leipzig proposed the several mechanisms now known to un-
derlie tonogenesis in his analytical historical comparison of Tibet-
an, Cantonese, Hokkien and Mandarin:

George van Driem
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die Fortsetzung der gegenwärtigen Abhandlung […], welche 
schlieſslich nachzuweisen versuchen wird, daſs wir die einsilbi-
gen Sprachen überhaupt, und die Chinesische im Besondern vom 
Standpunkt der Lautlehre aus, nicht als embryonische unentwi-
ckelte Ursprachen, sondern als herabgekommene verstümmelte 
Sprachen anzusehen haben […]

Bleiben wir noch einen Augenblick bei der Betrachtung der 
sprachgeschichtlichen Curve stehen, die uns in der Tibetischen 
Sprache entegegengetreten ist […] daſs es zuerst eine Mannigfal-
tigkeit von Wurzelwörtern und kleineren Formwörtern oder Par-
tikeln vorfand, die schon von selbst zu enklitischer Abhängigkeit 
neigten, aber ebensowohl zu feineren grammatischen Gliederun-
gen hätten verarbeitet werden können. Statt dessen riſs sie der 
monosyllabische Accent so mächtig an sich, daſs sie nicht nur ihre 
Selbständigkeit, sondern auch ihre grammatische Bildungskraft 
verloren und schlieſslich ganz verschwanden. Es ist schon bemerkt 
worden, daſs die Tibetische Sprache dadurch in lautlicher Bezie-
hung fast auf dem Standpunkte der Chinesischen Dialekte von Fu-
kyen und Kwaṅ-tuṅ angekommen ist. […] Consonantische Auslaute, 
wie pat, kap, kik u.s.w. modificiren schon wesentlich das strengste 
Princip der Monosyllabität […] so kann es nach allen Regeln der 
Sprachgeschichte nicht im mindesten zweifelhaft sein, daſs auch 
das Mandarinische einst dieselben Auslaute hatte, und nur in spä-
terer Zeit diesen letzten Schritt in den Konsequenzen des Monosyl-
labismus machte, indem es auch diese Schluſskonsonanten abwarf.

Ja, mann kann vielleicht noch weiter gehen, und auch die and-
re uns so auffalende Erscheinung, die sich in den durchgebildeten 
monosyllabischen Sprachen Hinterasiens findet, die Tonaccente, 
als eine Folge desselben Princips rationell erklären und in ihrere 
Entstehung unserm Verständniſs näher bringen.

[…] Die Chinesische Einsilbigkeit ist nicht die ursprüngliche, 
sondern eine bereits von früherer Mehrsilbigkeit herabgesunke-
ne und in verhärteter Einseitigkeit an der Grenze ihrer Entwicke-
lung angelangte. (1861, 472, 492-3, 496)

In his study, Lepsius illustrated how tones must have arisen through 
the loss of different types of Auslaute ‘final consonants’ and through 
the convergence of various types of once distinct Anlaute ‘initial con-
sonants’. His work inspired Bernard Karlgren and so launched the 
study of Chinese historical phonology and grammar. Remarkable 
words, such as verstümmelt ‘mutilated’ and herabgesunken ‘degen-
erate’, were chosen by Lepsius to describe the typology of Chinese 
as representing a derived state. This word choice must be seen as 
part of the scholarly stance of the period that viewed modern Ger-
manic languages as degenerate forms of Proto-Germanic, Romance 
languages as degenerate forms of Latin and the modern Indic lan-
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guages as degenerate forms of Sanskrit. However, Lepsius’ remark-
able diction also gave voluble expression to the Zeitgeist of the pe-
riod in which he lived.

2 Racist Linguistic Typology vs Linguistic Relativity

Already in the early 19th century, the recognition of various struc-
tural types of language had led Friedrich von Schlegel to divide lan-
guages into three distinct types “flexionslos, affigirend und flec-
tirend” (1808). August Friedrich Pott expanded this typology into 
four types, i.e. “isolirend, agglutinirend, flexivische, einverleibend” 
(1848). Whereas Webb had seen ‘monosyllabicity’ or the isolating ty-
pology of Chinese as imbuing the language with “gracefulneſs and 
ſweetneſs”, during the period of the First Opium War (gerebatur 
1839-42) and Second Opium War (gerebatur 1856-60), less anodyne 
views came to be entertained by a certain brand of linguist.

Grammatical typology inspired Heymann Steinthal (1850; 1851; 
1860), Arthur de Gobineau (1854; 1855), Ernest Renan (1858) and 
John Beames (1868) to develop a view of language evolution, in which 
they ranked Chinese and Thai together on the lowest rung of the evo-
lutionary ladder of development based on the criteria of typological 
‘monosyllabicity’ and lack of inflection. James Byrne (1885, 1: 45) ar-
gued that “the causes which have determined the structure of lan-
guage” lay in the varying “degrees of quickness of mental excitability 
possessed by different races of men”. Chinese and Siamese ostensibly 
mediated a rudimentary, less evolved way of thinking and so were as-
signed to the lowest rungs of Steinthal’s ladder of language evolution.

To account for the contrast between the technological advance-
ment of Chinese civilisation and the ostensibly low rung on the ty-
pological ladder of language evolution ascribed to the Chinese lan-
guage, de Gobineau invented a distinction between so-called male 
and female races, whereby “les races mâles” possessed “un langage 
plus précis, plus abondant, plus riche que les races femelles” (1854, 
1: 190). His explanation, therefore, was that the Chinese ‘race’ was 
in some sense ‘male’ despite the inferior status which he imputed 
to the typological traits of the Chinese language. Ernest Renan, the 
founder and first president of the Société Linguistique de Paris, held 
a particularly dim view of the Chinese language and devoted numer-
ous pages to diatribes of the following sort:

la langue chinoise, avec sa structure inorganique et incomplète, 
n’est-elle pas l’image de la sècheresse d’esprit et de cœur qui ca-
ractérise la race chinoise? …Suffisante pour les besoins de la vie, 
pour la technique des arts manuels, pour une littérature légère de 
petit aloi, pour une philosophie qui n’est que l’expression souvent 

George van Driem
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fine, mais jamais élevée, du bon sens pratique, la langue chinoise 
excluait toute philosophie, toute science, toute religion, dans le 
sens où nous entendons ces mots. (Renan 1858, 195-6)

The new brand of racist linguistic typology contrasted with the old-
er more sophisticated tradition of linguistic relativity, developed by 
John Locke (1690), Étienne de Condillac (1746), Pierre de Mauper-
tuis (1748; 1756) and Wilhelm von Humboldt (1822; 1825; 1836). Lin-
guists following this scholarly tradition, notably Julius von Klaproth 
(1823), Jean Jacques Nicolas Huot (Malte-Brun 1832, 1: 521), August 
Friedrich Pott (1856) and Friedrich Max Müller (1871; 1881), vehe-
mently opposed the ideas of racist language typology and espoused 
a more refined understanding of how language structure and the 
conceptual repertoire expressed by the grammatical categories and 
contained within the lexicon of any given language influenced our 
thinking, and, quite crucially, insisted on the distinctness and inde-
pendence of the linguistic affinity and biological ancestry of any par-
ticular language community.

An inconvenient consequence of Steinthal’s evolutionary ladder of 
linguistic development was that Sanskrit and other such flamboyant-
ly flexional languages were at the top, but English and French, which 
no longer exhibited a as much flexional morphology, would have to be 
assigned a lower rung on the ladder. To alleviate this unwanted re-
sult, John Beames (1868) coined the terms “analytic” and “synthetic”, 
still used in linguistic typology today. The term ‘analytic’, with its in-
herently favourable connotations, was applied to English and French, 
languages which had ostensibly evolved beyond the stage of per-
fection purportedly reflected by Sanskrit, Latin or Proto-Germanic.

Another burlesque moment can be seen when Pott (1856), who 
vigorously assailed the racist linguistic typology of Steinthal and 
de Gobineau, contested their hierarchy of language types on the 
grounds that “Negeridiomen” could, Pott argued, not possibly be 
positioned on rungs higher on the typological tree of language evolu-
tion than Chinese or Siamese. The presuppositions implied by Pott’s 
argument might strike us as racist today, although this line of rea-
soning ironically forms part of a voluminous rebuttal of the racist lin-
guistic typology set forth in the four volumes written by de Gobineau.

3 Ex Occidente Lux

Ex Occidente Lux was the title of a periodical published by the eso-
teric Psychosophische Gesellschaft, a secretive cult established at 
Zürich in 1945, which was inspired by Aleister Crowley’s occultist 
Thelema religion. As the title of this section, however, the phrase de-
notes a Leitmotiv in scholarly thinking that the Chinese writings sys-
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tem was ultimately of foreign inspiration. This idea has often been 
viewed as effrontery by certain modern politicians and by those 
scholars who have sought to stress both the originality and unbro-
ken continuity of East Asian culture. Any studious reader of Chinese 
history will, however, be amply aware that East Asia has always made 
up part of a greater whole and that interruptions and changes of eth-
nic and linguistic identity have convulsed East Asian cultural histo-
ry as regularly as other parts of Eurasia.

Looking back into the past, at a time that historiography dissi-
pates into oral tradition and legend, the Xià in the Yellow river val-
ley were subjugated by the Shāng, and later the Shāng were in turn 
conquered by the Zhōu. Chinese archaeologist Kwang-chih Chang 
(1983) stressed that the three distinct polities recorded under these 
names could very well have represented ethnolinguistically distinct 
populations. He therefore cautioned against anachronisms that arise 
from applying the label ‘Chinese’ to archaeological cultural assem-
blages or peoples of the distant past. Ancient cultures on the North 
China Plain were not necessarily peopled by populations that were 
all ancestral to the Chinese either linguistically or by biological lin-
eage. An unbroken cultural continuity is therefore no more than a 
wilful projection of an ahistorical idyll onto a complex and variegat-
ed past by the historically naïve.

The idea of the Egyptian or Chaldaean inspiration of Chinese writ-
ing dates back to early Jesuits whose musings were collated by Kirch-
er (1652), and the more unwitting exponents of this line of thinking 
were lampooned by none less than Voltaire (1773). Over a century 
later, Terrien de Lacouperie (1888; 1894) expounded the rather bold 
theory that Chinese writing ultimately derived from Babylonia. His 
writings enjoyed popularity for some time and were influential in 
some quarters, but weaknesses of fact and detail were assailed by 
critics, thus providing ammunition to those eager to dismiss the no-
tion of foreign influences on Chinese culture altogether, most nota-
bly his Leiden adversary Gustave Schlegel (1891).1 

Traditionally, students of Sininology unquestioningly inherit the 
view that the Chinese script was a purely local invention. Of those 
who go on to become scholars, and whom the theory of the xenic or-
igin of the Chinese script then takes by surprise, the smug reaction 
of Boltz (2000) is typically illustrative of the poise struck by scholars 
of his disposition in that he peremptorily dismisses the idea without 
adducing a single valid argument for his contention that the Chinese 
script was invented ex nihilo, let alone that its earliest users spoke a 

1 The Dutch society Ex Oriente Lux was founded in Leiden in 1933, thirty years af-
ter Schlegel’s death, and must not be confused with the Oriental Society of the Nether-
lands or Oosters Genootschap in Nederland, founded in Leiden in 1920.
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Sinitic language. Today, where as numerous subsidiary claims made 
by Terrien de Lacouperie can be disregarded, his central idea of an 
ultimate foreign inspiration for the writing system which arose in 
the Yellow River basin makes geographical and chrono logical sense 
and provides a plausible explanation for the advent of writing in the 
region that today has become China. 

The oracular inscriptions of the Shāng period, dating from the 
13th to 11th century BC, are believed to have arisen in the shamanist 
context of augury and were written on bovine shoulder blades and the 
plastrons of tortoises, but also on other types of bones. These Shāng 
glyphs served as models when writing was adopted and elaborated 
by the Zhōu, who originated further west in the Wèi and Fén river 
drainages and by whom the Shāng were subjugated. Shāng glyphs 
therefore represent the precursors of the flamboyant and more pic-
torial script used in the bronzes of the Western Zhōu (1045-771 BC), 
where the shapes of the ideograms could be carefully fashioned in 
the malleable clay of the moulds.

These early writing systems of the Yellow River drainage are 
therefore of great antiquity. However, when viewed against the long 
history of scripts, the writing systems which arose on the eastern 
fringe of Eurasia are actually of relatively young date in comparison 
with the scripts of the Near East, which arose in the 4th millennium 
BC. Through the Elamite trade network, the idea of writing spread 
eastward, with the Proto-Elamite pictographic script inspiring the 
Indus script, which came into use in the Early Harappan Kot Diji pe-
riod, dated to ca. 2800-2600 BC, and which remained in use well in-
to the early 2nd millennium BC. During this period, specimens of 
Elamite writing circulated throughout the Iranian plateau and in-
to Central Asia.

Edwin George Pulleyblank (1996, 7) therefore spoke more of “stim-
ulus diffusion” involving the eastward spread of the “germ of an idea 
of writing” from the Near East in tandem with and via the same route 
as the dissemination of Bronze Age technologies. Rather than merely 
drawing inspiration from earlier Western writing systems, I argued 
that actual material resemblance in the shapes of glyphs, geograph-
ical proximity and immediate chronological anteriority suggest that 
Proto-Elamite pictographic script and, more immediately, the log-
osyllabic Indus writing system were the antecedents to the glyphs 
of the Shāng period and may have served as its models, perhaps via 
now lost intermediaries. I illustrated the structural similarities of 
Shāng glyphs with the earlier glyphs making up older writing sys-
tems such as the Sumerian pictographic script, dating from the late 
4th millennium BC, Proto-Elamite pictographic script in West and 
Central Asia in the early 3rd millennium BC, and, most particularly, 
Linear Elamite Strichschrift from late 3rd millennium BC (van Dri-
em 2001, 355-8).
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Moreover, even in later periods of history, the stunning materi-
al resemblance of Western Zhōu ideograms with contemporaneous 
Late Bactrian glyphs is no coincidence. Once an early Sinitic popu-
lation, possibly identifiable with the Western Zhōu, had adopted the 
writing system of the Shāng and then refined this script to represent 
their own language, the subsequent robust and enduring spread of 
Sinitic was attributed by Pulleyblank (1983, 413-16) to this monopo-
ly on writing in East Asia that had been acquired by this particular 
early language community. 

4 Creole and Creoloid

What we now call Middle Chinese, and what Bernard Karlgren called 
“Ancient Chinese”, was first reconstructed by Karlgren (1915; 1920, 
1922; 1929). Edwin George Pulleyblank (1970; 1971; 1984; 1991) pro-
vided a more refined reconstruction of Middle and Early Middle Chi-
nese, and William Baxter (1992) assumed a reconstruction of Mid-
dle Chinese in his Old Chinese reconstruction. Afterwards, Karlgren 
(1923; 1933; 1957) set himself to the reconstruction of what he termed 
“Archaic Chinese”, or what we now call Old Chinese.2 

On a principled level, Coblin and Norman (1995) and Coblin (1995) 
raised fundamental epistemological questions concerning the very 
nature of the language reconstructible by the means employed by 
scholars of Old Chinese. In this respect, the updated reconstruction 
of Old Chinese presented by Baxter and Sagart (2014) has likewise 
been criticised from the epistemological point of view by Harbsmei-
er (2016), but also for errors of factual detail (Ho 2016). Other note-
worthy reviews include List et al. (2017) and Hill (2017).

Over time, the various models of reconstructed Old Chinese have 
exhibited a convergent tendency, and today the reconstructed lan-
guage presently looks much more like just another Trans-Himalayan 
language, although with far fewer morphological processes recon-
structed for Sinitic grammar than those observed in the languages 
of other Trans-Himalayan subgroups such as rGyalrongic, Kiranti, 
Nungish, Qiāngic, Kachinic, Brahmaputran, Mizo-Kuki-Chin, Dhimal-
ish, Gongduk, Black Mountain Mönpa and Magaric. Similar to mor-
phological processes found in other Trans-Himalayan languages, Mid-
dle Chinese verbs exhibited morphological alternations in their stem 
finals of the type /-k ~ -ŋ/, /-t ~ -n/ and /-p ~ -m/, and this ancient mor-

2 Major contributions to our understanding of Old Chinese phonology were provided by 
Sergej Evgen’evič Jaxontov (1959; 1965), Edwin George Pulleyblank (1962; 1963, 1973a; 
1973b), Lǐ Fāngguì (1971; 1974; 1976; 1983), Axel Schüßler (1987), Sergej Anatol’evič 
Starostin (1989), William Baxter (1992; 1995) and Sagart (1999).
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phophonology is preserved in the form of polyphonic readings of Chi-
nese characters in the 8th century Tángyùn and in the Guǎngyùn, a 
Sòng dynasty version of the Qièyùn compiled in the late 10th and ear-
ly 11th century. These polyphonic readings were described by Mau-
rice Courant (1903), who recorded their modern Mandarin reflexes. 
Benedict claimed that 

we are justified in assuming that alternations of this type were 
the result of assimilation to verbal suffixes which had later been 
dropped (note the parallelism with verb paradigms in Bahing and 
many other Tibeto-Burman languages). (1972, 156-7)

The Old Chinese alternations exhibited in the two different readings 
of ideograms in sets identified by Courant (1903) and later adduced 
by Benedict (1972, 156) are precisely the type of regular morphopho-
nological alternation manifested by the various classes of verb stem 
in Kiranti languages such as Limbu and Dumi (van Driem 1987, 71-4; 
1993, 91-118). The morphological alternations of such Old Chinese 
doublets are evidently cognate with the Kiranti phenomenon of reg-
ularly alternating verb stems conditioned morphophonologically by 
a following suffix. Ernst Pulgram, who regarded linguistic palaeon-
tology to be an epistemologically “altogether improper” endeavour, 
offered students of historical linguistics the following dose of real-
ism with regard to the reconstruction of proto-languages:

if one were to reconstruct the proto-language of the modern Ro-
manic languages, ignoring for the sake of the experiment that it is 
available in the form of ancient Latin of one kind or another, one 
could neither reconstruct the entire Latin vocabulary as we know 
it to have existed (a number of Latin words are not continued in 
any Romanic dialect), nor could one, from the evidence of the liv-
ing Romanic dialects, reconstruct a language of more than three 
cases, or guess the existence of deponent verbs, or discover that 
at least one kind of Latin, the Classical Latin of metric poetry and 
possibly prose, had significant vocalic quantity, and so forth. In-
deed the shape of every reconstructed form is entirely dependent 
on the type and amount of evidence available: that is, a Proto-In-
do-European form reconstructed from Sanskrit and Hittite will 
be different from what it would be if the records came from Slav-
ic and Germanic. (1961, 19)

In the Trans-Himalayan language family, it is quite conceivable there-
fore that Old Chinese had suffixes akin to the Proto-Kiranti verbal 
endings *<-u>, *<-ɛ> or *<-i> and verb forms analogous to, say, 
Limbu tak ‘it will coagulate’ vs taktɛ ‘it has coagulated’, or hiptu ‘he 
struck him’ vs ahip ‘he will strike us’, or im ‘he will sleep’, ipsɛ ‘he has 
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fallen asleep’. Since the Chinese writing system was apparently orig-
inally used as a logographic script, in which each character repre-
sented a word, the flexional processes operative in the language may 
not have been represented. It would not have been an obvious or nec-
essary choice to those who utilised an ideogrammatic or logographic 
system of writing explicitly to represent desinences or stem alterna-
tions. Even modern alphabetical scripts like Arabic and Hebrew often 
do not specify grammatical information of this kind. An ideogram-
matic script such as that used by the Western Zhōu might have been 
used to represent derivational, lexical distinctions like ‘set’ vs ‘sit’, 
but not to represent flexional distinctions like ‘sit’ vs ‘sits’ vs ‘sat’. 

Just such a type of imperfect graphic distinction may be what is 
reflected by the Middle Chinese polyphonic readings preserved in 
the Tángyùn and Guǎngyùn as described by Maurice Courant (1903). 
Such doublets generally show no semantic differentiation, and, when 
different meanings are recorded, these appear to represent different 
senses of a single lexical meaning. These doublets characteristical-
ly involve alternation between a stem with a plosive final and a stem 
ending in the corresponding homorganic nasal, i.e. /-k ~ -ŋ/, /-t ~ -n/ 
and /-p ~ -m/. This pattern corresponds to a prevalent type of Kiran-
ti verb stem alternation between an ante-vocalic and an ante-conso-
nantal form, i.e. /-ks ~ -ŋ/, /-ts ~ -n/ and /-ps ~ -m/. 

Such old polyphonic readings of certain characters, which may re-
flect the vestiges of ancient morphological processes, have not been 
systematically incorporated into the newest reconstructions of Old 
Chinese. Similarly, the Old Chinese morphological phenomena that 
may have been cognate to Kiranti verb stem alternations involving 
final pairs such as /-kt ~ -k/, /-ŋs ~ -ŋ/, /-pt ~ -t/, etc., may have been 
lost without leaving any trace in either the writing system or in the 
tradition of polyphonic readings. The historical developments of Chi-
nese phonology would have led to the loss of flexional suffixes and al-
so have eradicated any trace of the second element in the final clus-
ters of ante-vocalic forms of the verb stems.

Not only do the Chinese doublets correspond to the most prevalent 
pattern of verb stem alternation in Kiranti languages, a number of 
the doublets adduced by Courant have obvious Limbu cognates, such 
as 脅 Middle Chinese hhyap [xié] ~ hhyám [xiàn] “contraindre, met-
tre obstacle” (Courant 1903, 70), Old Chinese *qʰ<r>ep ~ *qʰ<r>em 
“sides of the body, throng, constrain” vs Phedāppe Limbu <sɔps ~ 
sɔm> “make thin by pressing together on both sides, deflate, e.g. 
a football; constrain by pressing together at the sides”, 擪 Middle 
Chinese ḥyap [yè] ~ ḥyám [yàn] “réprimer” (Courant 1903, 70), Old 
Chinese *ʔep ~ *ʔem “grasp” vs Phedāppe Limbu <ips ~ im> and 
Pāñcthare Limbu <e:ps ~ e:m> “press (e.g. oil)”. With Baxter (1992) 
and Courant (1903) in hand, Tej Mān Āngdembe and I were in the 
process of uncovering numerous cognates of this nature between 
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Old Chinese and Limbu when sudden illness cut short Āngdembe’s 
sojourn in Leiden before his subsequent death, years later in eastern 
Nepal. This matter will hopefully be pursued one day with, and also 
by, speakers of the conservative Phedāppe variety of Limbu.

Lepsius’ view of the Chinese writing system, whereby an ideogram 
may have represented various inflected forms of a single word, and 
not just a morphologically inert root or stem, later inspired Bernhard 
Karlgren not only to undertake the reconstruction of Old Chinese in 
accordance with the principles of the comparative method but also 
to conceive of Old Chinese as a “langue flexionelle” (1920). The total 
picture which emerges is of a language which lost its morphology in 
a cataclysmic event, at least on the sometimes grindingly slow time 
scale of language change. Many scholars have consequently proposed 
that Sinitic arose either as a full-fledged creole or as a Trans-Him-
alayan lingua franca when an ancient pre-Sinitic population migrat-
ed to the North China plain, perhaps at the dawn of the Zhōu peri-
od.3 The decay of Old Chinese affixational morphology, as described 
by Pulleyblank (2000), was a natural consequence of this process of 
creolisation on the North China plain.

New genetic data (Zhao et al. 2011; 2014; 2015; Chen et al. 2019) 
have lent support to the old hypothesis that Sinitic acquired creo-
loid characteristics sensu Platt (1997) when the language came to be 
used as a lingua franca between ethnolinguistically divergent popula-
tions after an ancient Trans-Himalayan language community migrat-
ed to settle the area of the Yellow River basin. As I argue in detail in 
a forthcoming article, the earliest Sinitic or Old Chinese arose when 
this Trans-Himalayan lingua franca was adopted by the Yenisseian 
and Altaic language communities whom the Proto-Sinitic speakers 
encountered and assimilated.

3 Poppe 1965; Benedict 1972; Hashimoto 1976a; 1976b; 1980; 1986; Ballard 1977; 
1979, Norman 1982; Comrie 2008; DeLancey 2011.

Contrary to what I reported previously (pace van Driem 2017), DeLancey did not in-
tend to suggest that Sinitic arose when a Trans-Himalayan lingua franca was adopted 
by an indigenous Altaic population, as some others have done. Rather, DeLancey clar-
ifies that his intent was to propose “that the lingua franca of the early dynasties – cer-
tainly Xià, probably Shāng – was a Southeast Asian type creole, probably mostly based 
on Hmong-Mien, and that Sinitic was born of the imposition of an invasive Tibeto-Bur-
man language – probably that of the Zhōu conquerors – on that substrate. Any Alta-
ic influence has to come much later” (Scott DeLancey, email of 15 September 2017).
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5 Lexicostatistics Disguised as ‘Phylogenetics’

Relexification and creologenesis are known to pose a fundamental 
problem to lexicostatistics (Wittmann 1973; 1994), as was even con-
ceded by the zealous lexicostatistician Dyen, who infamously claimed 
that the application of historical linguistics by the comparative meth-
od to Austronesian languages was “not feasible” (Dyen et al. 1992, 
3). The historically new English-based creoles Tok Pisin and Sranan 
Tongo are already less than 70% English (Wurm, Mühlhäusler 1985; 
van den Berg 2013). More drastically, Michif is genetically Plains 
Cree but lexicostatistically a Romance language (Rhodes 1977; Bak-
ker 1992), and Copper Island Aleut is genetically Slavic but lexicos-
tatistically Aleut (Menovščikov 1968; 1969; Golovko, Vakhtin 1990; 
Golovko 1994). Linguistic evidence has suggested that Brahmapu-
tran languages of the Trans-Himalayan language family are likewise 
likely to have undergone a process of creolisation (DeLancey 2014). 
The linguistic hypotheses that both Sinitic as well as Brahmaputran 
arose through creolisation therefore highlight the irrelevance of two 
recent lexicostatistical outcomes. 

The two lexicostatistical exercises in question yielded two utter-
ly different trees. Zhang et al. (2019) generated a bifurcate “Sino-
Tibetan” tree, whereas Sagart et al. (2019) came up with a Trans-
Himalayan tree, showing a first purported branching between a 
Sino-Brahmaputran branch and the rest. Although the latter result 
is at variance with the Sino-Tibetan model, Sagart et al. (2019) save 
face by labelling the resultant Trans-Himalayan tree “Sino-Tibetan” 
nonetheless. Crucially, neither paper adduces any historical linguistic 
evidence for the branches of their trees. Instead, both studies employ 
special pleading to create the impression that the outcomes of their 
calculations constitute “phylogenetic” evidence, thereby obscuring 
the nature of their methodology by confusing tools with methodology. 

Bayesian models are mathematical tools which happen to be 
termed “phylogenetic” because they generate tree diagrams for any 
set of data, even if no tree structure obtains between these data. The 
methodology utilised by Zhang et al. (2019) and Sagart et al. (2019) 
is lexicostatistics on the basis of precious little lexical material. Lex-
icostatistics is not statistics and lacks statistical validity. Merely un-
leashing sophisticated mathematics onto an exceedingly limited and 
highly selective dataset fails to transform lexicostatistics into an al-
together different methodology that could merit another label such 
as “phylolinguistics” (van Driem 2020). Neither set of authors has 
addressed the sea of methodological literature in historical linguis-
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tics demonstrating the invalidity of lexicostatistics,4 and the caveats 
and shortcomings hold a fortiori when this approach is applied to lan-
guages which may have arisen through creolisation.

Embarrassingly, Zhang et al. (2019) misunderstand lexicostatis-
tics to be “an extension of the comparative method” and echo Russell 
Gray’s false claim regarding the methodological deficiencies of the 
approach by asserting that in some unexplained way Bayesian maths 
“circumvent these limitations”. Zhang et al. (2019) likewise misun-
derstand and consequently misrepresent the Fallen Leaves model of 
the Trans-Himalayan language family as positing “that there are no 
clearly discernible internal relationships among the primary sub-
groups of the Sino-Tibetan language family”. In fact, the 

Fallen Leaves model is no definitive phylogeny by definition. 
Though agnostic about higher-order subgrouping, the model does 
not deny that there is a family tree whose structure must be as-
certained by historical linguistic methods. (van Driem 2015, 144)

Rather, lexicostatistics has always just afforded an easy way out (Dy-
en 1965; 1973a; 1973b; 1973c) when confronted with the challenge 
of identifying the shared innovations, nested innovations and sound 
laws that define branches in linguistic phylogeny. Research tasks of 
the historical linguist that necessitate knowledge of the languages 
in question, such as distinguishing inherited morphological systems 
from later accretions to such systems, are also avoided by lexicos-
tatisticians. By contrast, real progress can be made by rendering ex-
plicit the multifarious types of historical linguistic judgements, in-
sights and techniques, distinguishing divergent degrees of cognacy 
and taking into account other linguistic complexities that need to be 
understood and built into any mathematical model in order to have 
a computer be able to do what only an historical linguist can do (e.g. 
List 2019; Fellner et al. forthcoming). 

Finally, Zhang et al. (2019) and Sagart et al. (2019) confuse pro-
cesses that transpired at different time depths in prehistory and ad-
vance simplistic interpretations of the archaeological record. Their 
anachronistic interpretation of archaeology is the sole reason pro-
vided by Zhang et al. (2019) for positing an Urheimat in the Yellow 
River basin, for in their supplement they admit that even their geo-
graphically biased lexicostatistical sampling actually predicts an Ur-
heimat in southwestern China, which in each of their three maps is 
depicted as comprising the Indian state of Arunachal Pradesh. The 
nationalist narrative in China encourages anachronistic interpreta-

4 Sauvageot 1951; Hoijer 1956; Bergsland 1958; Cowan 1959; Fodor 1961; Bergsland, 
Vogt 1962; Chrétien 1962; Guy 1994; Pereltsvaig, Lewis 2015.
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tions of archaeology, such as Zhang et al. (2019), whereas the mea-
gre sampling of vocabulary selected by Sagart et al. (2019) just so 
happens inexorably to generate the outcome that Sagart, enthused 
by his recent discovery of Burlings’ work on Garo (2004), told me in 
the Spring of 2004 at the Couvent des Récollets that he then suspect-
ed that he would find one day. 

The now obsolete Sino-Tibetan model consisted of two branches, 
one of which was ‘Sino-Daic’ and the other a pinioned ‘Tibeto-Bur-
man’ subfamily, neither of which was a valid taxon. In fact, the his-
torical reason for adherents of the Indo-Chinese or ‘Sino-Tibetan’ 
paradigm to group Chinese and Thai together in the same group – at 
variance with the Tibeto-Burman or Trans-Himalayan model present-
ed by von Klaproth (1823) – is firmly rooted in the racist language ty-
pology of the 19th century. Sino-Tibetan has thus always represented 
a false family tree. When the Kradai languages were removed from 
‘Sino-Tibetan’, the reduced tree still represented a false phylogeny by 
sleight of relegating all non-Sinitic languages to a single subgroup, 
which the Sino-Tibetanists misleadingly labelled ‘Tibeto-Burman’.

This truncated taxon, with Sinitic removed, was not at all the orig-
inal Tibeto-Burman language family that had been correctly identi-
fied by von Klaproth in 1823. Tellingly, no linguist has yet adduced 
any historical linguistic evidence that could unite this supposedly 
subordinate taxon into a single branch within the family tree. The In-
do-Chinese or Sino-Tibetan model was assailed by scholars who pro-
posed alternative language family tree models under names such as 
Sino-Burman (Ramstedt 1957), Sino-Himalayan (Bodman 1973; 1980) 
and Sino-Kiranti (Starostin 1994). Historical linguistics as practised 
by ‘Sino-Tibetanists” remains methodologically in such a sorry state, 
as shown by van Driem (2018) and Fellner and Hill (2019a; 2019b), 
that proponents of the model have, for want of historical linguistic 
evidence, resorted to lexicostatistics in a last-ditch attempt to sal-
vage their family tree. 
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